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SUMMA
ARY
Endurancce Time (ET) is a time-histtory based dyn
ynamic proced
dure for seism
mic analysis annd design of structures.
s
In this prrocedure, struuctures are sub
bjected to an intensifying accelerogram and their perrformance is measured
based onn the time inttervals during
g which theyy can satisfy particular ressponse require
rements. In th
his paper,
correlatioon between tim
me in the end
durance time m
method and eaarthquake hazard return perriod is investigated. To
achieve ssuch a correlattion, the respo
onse spectrum
m has been utillized as an intermediate critterion. ET perrformance
curves arre then modified by apply
ying this subsstitution. Fou
ur steel and concrete
c
mom
ment frames have
h
been
modeled and their new
w ET perform
mance curve haas been depiccted and comp
pared to the fo
former ET perrformance
curve. Thhe results shoow that substiitution of the return period
d for ET timee in the targeet and ET perrformance
curves inncreases the usefulness of th
hese curves aand can simpliify application
n of the ET m
method in perfformancebased dessign.
Keywordds: Endurancee time method, Performancee-based design
n, Intensifying
g accelerogram
ms.

1. INTR
RODUCTIO
ON
Perform
mance-Based Design is a relativelyy new meth
hodology th
hat was devveloped initiially for
improvinng the desiggn of structu
ures in earthqquake pronee areas. The idea behindd Performancce-Based
Design is to design a structure such that it meets certaain predeterm
mined perform
rmance criterria when
exposedd to the “desiign event” co
orrespondingg to various levels of earrthquake hazzard (SEAOC
C, 1995).
In this m
methodology the structuraal design critteria are expressed in term
ms of achievving a set of different
performance objectivves (Ghobarah, 2001). Peerformance objective
o
is a practical nootion, which
h consists
of the sppecification of a structurral performannce level (e.g. collapse prevention
p
(C
CP), life safeety (LS),
or immeediate occupancy (IO)) for
f a given leevel of seism
mic hazard (Krawinkler and Mirandaa, 2004).
On the other hand, a recently introduced
i
sseismic analy
ysis technique is the Enndurance Tim
me (ET)
brated intenssifying accellerogram
method. In this methhod the structure is subjjected to a standard calib
and the time that it experiences a specified level of dam
mage is conssidered as thhe seismic reesistance
criteria for that struucture. Therrefore, the s eismic perfo
ormance of the buildinggs can be compared
directly with the tim
me that they can
c endure thhe intensifyin
ng accelerogram. Higher endurance time
t
is to
be interppreted as a more
m
suitable performancee (Estekanch
hi et al., 2011
1).
To faciliitate the evaluation of seeismic perforrmance of th
he structures using ET m
method, Mirzaaee et al.
(2010) introduced thhe concept off the “Targett Curve”, wh
hich expressees the limit oof the properr seismic
performance of a struucture along
g various seissmic intensitiies as a contiinues functioon. By comparing the
performance curve of a structu
ure acquired by the ET method witth the targett curve, the seismic
performance of the structure att different seeismic inten
nsities can be
b evaluated in a more versatile
manner. Both menntioned curv
ves (perform
mance and target) reprresent changges in the seismic
performance of the structures with
w time. It is not comm
mon and can
n, occasionaally, be conffusing to
evaluatee and expresss seismic perrformance w
with time. Theerefore, in orrder to improove the readaability of
these cuurves, substittuting a com
mmon parameeter (such as PGA, return
n period or aannual probaability of
exceedinng) for time is suggested. The preseent study sought to addrress this issuue by examiining the
correlatiion between time in ET analysis
a
and the return period
p
of grou
und motion. The ETA20
0jn series

of ET accelerograms, that is created in such a way that the response spectrum at t=10 sec is
equivalent to the ASCE-41 design spectrum for Tehran, IRAN (Mirzaee and Estekanchi, 2011), is
used as the basic accelerogram in this study.
2. BASIC CONCEPTS OF ENDURANCE TIME ANALYSIS
The Endurance Time (ET) method is a time-history based analysis and design procedure. In this
method the structure is subjected to a standard calibrated intensifying accelerogram and the time that
it experiences a specified level of damage is considered as the seismic resistance criteria for that
structure. Therefore, the seismic performance of the buildings can be compared directly with the time
that they can endure the intensifying accelerogram. Higher endurance time is to be interpreted as a
more reasonable performance (Estekanchi et al., 2011).
One of the parameters in the production of the ET accelerograms is the profile of the changes in the
amplitude of the acceleration with time. All the ET accelerograms that have been produced so far
have a linear intensification scheme. These accelerograms are created so that at a predefined time,
tTarget, the response spectrum reaches a pre-specified template response spectrum. For example, three
accelerograms, named “ETA20jn01-03”, are created in such a way that the response spectrum at t=10
sec is compatible with the ASCE-41 design spectrum for Tehran (Mirzaee and Estekanchi, 2011). In
the accelerograms with linear intensification scheme, the response spectrum of an ET accelerogram is
to intensify proportionally with time. Consequently, the target acceleration response of an ET
accelerogram is defined as in Eqn. 2.1.

S aT (T , t ) ≡ S aC (T ) ×

t
tT arg et

(2.1)

where SaT(T,t) is the target acceleration response at time t, T is the period of free vibration and SaC(T)
is the codified design acceleration spectrum (Estekanchi et al., 2007). It should be considered that
these simplifications are just being made in order to synthesize a preliminary ET acceleration function
(Estekanchi et al., 2011). The results of the endurance time method are usually interpreted by a curve
called “ET Response Curve” or “ET Performance Curve”. Figure 1 shows the ET response curves for
three sample steel moment frames.
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Figure 1. ET performance curves for three steel moment frames.

3. APPLICATION OF ET METHOD IN PERFORMANCE-BASED DESIGN
Application of the ET method in performance-based design was studied for the first time by Mirzaee
et al. (2010). They proposed using a curve called the “Target Curve” to facilitate the evaluation of
seismic performance of the structures using ET method. This curve expresses the limit of the proper
seismic performance of a structure (acceptance criteria) along various times in ET analysis (note that
times in ET analysis can be interpreted as seismic intensities). By comparing the ET performance
curve with the target curve, the seismic performance of the structure at different seismic intensities
can be evaluated. They also introduced an index called “Damage Level” or briefly “DL” to simplify
the comparison between various parameters that are used for evaluating the seismic performance of
the frames. The formulation proposed for the DL has been arranged is such a way as to assign an
explicit number (preferably an integer) to each performance level and use the determining parameters
(such as interstory drift and plastic rotation) to compute the DL in a clear and understandable way.
This formula is as follows:

DL =

n



i =1

max[ θ i − 1 , min( θ , θ i )] − θ i − 1
θ i − θ i −1

(3.1)

where θ is the related parameter-like drift, which should be computed from analysis and θi is the
ASCE-41(ASCE, 2007) boundary of that parameter for each performance level. In Fig. 2 the
performance curves for drift and plastic rotation of beams in a steel frame are depicted and compared
to the target curve using DL index.
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Figure 2. An example of target and performance curves (Mirzaee et al., 2010).

4. CORRELATIING TIME IN ET ANALYSIS WITH SEISMIC HAZARD RETURN
PERIOD
Both the performance and target curves in ET analysis represent the changes in the seismic
performance of the structures with intensity, which is increased with the time. One way to improve
the usefulness of these curves is to substitute equivalent return period for time (Bazmuneh 2009). The
present study sought to address this issue by examining the correlation between time in ET analysis
and the return period of ground motion. The return period is defined as the average period of time, in
years, between the expected occurrences of an earthquake of specified severity.
The ETA20jn series of ET accelerogram is used as the basic accelerogram in this investigation. It is
noticeable that for present ET accelerograms, this correlation depends on the fundamental period of
the structure. In other words, different structures with different fundamental periods will have
different ET analysis times, relevant to a particular return period.

Since there is no direct relationship between time in ET method and return period, the response
spectrum has been utilized as an intermittent criterion. The time at which the response spectrum is
matched to the response spectrum corresponding to a particular hazard level (or return period) is
traced. This procedure has been accomplished considering a range of periods (from 0.2 seconds to 1.5
seconds). In this research the ASCE Standard for Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings,
known as ASCE-41 (ASCE, 2007) is considered and used to obtain the response spectrum for the
desired site (Tehran, Iran) and different hazard levels.. It should be noted here that the site is
classified as site class C with Vs30≈600 m/s and is generally similar to Los Angeles area.
To acquire the design response spectrum for different hazard levels, an appropriate approach is to
identify the relation between the basic parameters of design response spectrum (Ss, short-period
spectral response acceleration parameter and S1, long-period spectral response acceleration
parameter) and the return period (or identically annual probability of exceedance). In this regard, the
seismic hazard curves for SS and S1 obtained by Mirzaee and Estekanchi (Mirzaee and Estekanchi,
2011) are used to develop a formulation for Sa (spectral acceleration) versus return period.
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Figure 3. Seismic hazard curve for Sa (Mirzaee and Estekanchi, 2011).

In Figure 3, the seismic hazard curves for SS and S1, for Tehran, are shown. According to this figure,
the relation between SS and S1 and the annual probability of exceedance (λm) can be derived as in
Eqns. 4.1 and 4.2.
− 0.43

− 0.2674

(4.1)

−0.44

− 0.16

(4.2)

S s = 0 .072 × λ m

S1 = 0.026 × λm

Considering that the annual probability of exceedance is equal to the inverse of the return period
(Kramer, 1996), the ASCE-41 response spectrum can be introduced, according to the value of the
return period, as indicated in Eqn. 4.3.

 0.45T ( R 0.43 − 3.7 ) 2
+ 0.029( R 0.43 − 3.74 )
T < T0

0.44
R −6.17


0.43
T0 < T < TS
0.072 R − 0.27
S a = f ( R ,T ) = 

 0.034 R 0.44 − 0.21
TS < T

T



(4.3)

Where Sa is the spectral acceleration, T is the period of free vibration, R is the return period and TS
R 0.44 − 6.17
and 0.2TS respectively.
and T0 are equal to
2.12 R 0.43 − 7.90
The return period can be expressed as a function of T and Sa developing the inverse of function f(R,
T) given in Eqn. 4.3, with respect to variable R, (Eqn. 4.4).

R = h( S a ,T ) = f

−R

( S a ,T )

(4.4)

where R is the return period, h(Sa , T) is a function that relates the return period to Sa and T, and f − R
represents the inverse of function f (given in Eqn. 4.3), with respect to variable R. On the other hand,
the response spectrum for the ET accelerogram is defined, as indicated in Eqn. 4.5 (Estekanchi et al.,
2004):

τ ∈ [ 0 ,t ]

S a (T , t ) = max(| a (τ ) |)

(4.5)

where T is the period of free vibration, t is time, and a is acceleration. Eqns. 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate that
Sa is dependent on T and t. and the return period can be developed as a function of T and Sa. The
consequence is that the return period can be expressed as a function of T and t, accordingly. Since
expressing the return period via an explicit formulation is a complex process, this function is
represented by a matrix called ARP, as shown in Eqn. 4.6. To develop the matrix ARP, the value of Sa is
calculated for the intended T and t using Eqn. 4.5 (or Eqn. 2.1). Then, the desired return period can be
calculated utilizing Eqn. 4.4 regarding the values of intended T and obtained Sa.
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The variiation of the return perio
od with the sttructural perriod and timee in ET analyysis is show
wn in Fig.
4. As illlustrated in thhis figure, fo
or the structuures with perriods lesser than o.2 secoonds and greater than
2 secondds, the effect of the fund
damental perriod of the sttructure can be eliminateed. In addition, for a
particulaar return perriod, time in ET analysis increases ass the period of the structu
ture increases. It also
can be oobserved from
m this figuree that the maxximum returrn periods aree for lower sstructural perriods and
higher tiimes.

Figure 4.. Return perio
od vs. structurral period and ET analysis time
t
(Averagee method).

It shoulld be pointeed out here that the typpe of ET acccelerogram strongly afffects the rolle of the
fundameental period of the structture on the rrelation betw
ween ET anaalysis time annd earthquak
ke return
period. F
For examplee, generating
g an ET acceelerogram in
n such a way
y that its respponse spectrra at any
time aree completelyy coincident with a speccific seismicc hazard ressponse specttrum can completely
eliminatte the effectt of the fun
ndamental pperiod of the structure; then the reeturn period
d can be
interpretted as a singlle-variable fu
unction of ET
T time.
5. EXPLANATOR
RY CASE ST
TUDY
The metthodology inntroduced in this paper w
will be explaained by considering twoo groups of steel
s
and
RC mom
ment frame models
m
that have been ssubjected to ETA20jn seeries of ET aaccelerogram
ms. Each
group inncludes two frames, wheere the only ddifference beetween thesee two frame models is th
hat in the
first onee the panel zone is not in
ncluded in thhe model and
d the connecctions are moodeled as rig
gid, since
the paneel zone has been
b
consideered and moodeled in thee second fram
me. Here, thee scissors model
m
has
been appplied for moodeling the panel
p
zone iin the framees. In this model
m
the beaams and collumn are
modeledd with a rigiid link throu
ugh the paneel zone regio
on and a hin
nge in the beeam is placeed at the
intersecttion of the beam and collumn centerliines. A rotattional spring is then usedd to tie the beam
b
and
column together.
onse of the ppanel zone has
h been
For steeel frames, the Krawinkleer proposed moment distortion respo
used (Kr
Krawinkler ett al., 1975), while
w
a pincching model with a tri-linear backboone curve (A
Anderson,
2003) hhas been connsidered for the panel zoone in RC frame
f
(See Fig.
F 5). Thesse frames haave been
designedd according to
t ASCE/SEI 7-05 (ASC
CE 2005) con
nsidering a deesign spectruum with Ss, Sl, Fa and
FV equall to 0.768, 0.229, 1.093 and
a 1.57 resppectively. Th
he frames will be studiedd by subjectiing them
to “ETA
A20jn” seriess of ET acceelerograms. T
The properties of these frames
f
are giiven in Tablle 1. The
modelinng and nonliinear analyssis were perrformed usin
ng PEER’s OpenSees pplatform (Op
penSees,
2004).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Moment distortion respo
onse for panell zone (a) Kraawinkler modeel for steel fram
me (Krawinkller et al.,
1975) (b) backbone cuurve for RC frrame (Lehman
n et al., 2004)..
Table 1. Frames propperties
No. of
No. of
Frame
Bays
Stories
SF1

3

1

Beam
Sections
(cm)
HE160A

Column Sections
S
(cm
m)

Paanel Zone

Period of Freee
Vibration (seec)

HE14
40B

No

2.0677

SF2

3

1

HE160A

HE14
40B

Yes

2.1645

RCF1

3

1

25x30T16

No

0.8902

RCF2

3

1

25x30T16

30x30
0T16
35x35
5T16
30x30
0T16
35x35
5T16

Yes

0.9854

Evaluatiing seismic performancee of the fram
mes has beeen done baseed on the A
ASCE-41 reg
gulations.
Interstorry drift and plastic rotatiion in beamss, columns and
a panel zo
ones are the engineering demand
parameters (EDP’s) that are utilized for thee seismic ev
valuation of each frame. In this reseearch the
he condition of various E
EDP’s and to
o identify
concept of “Damagee Level” has been used too compare th
the critical parameteer at differen
nt seismic hhazard levelss. Fig. 6 sho
ows the form
mer performaance and
target cuurves of variious EDP’s for SF1 fram
me. The finaal performancce curve hass also been drawn
d
as
the maxiimum of the EDP’s perfo
ormance curvves at each time.
t
This fig
gure illustrattes that for th
his frame
the interrstory drift iss the critical parameter att all seismic intensities. Thus
T
to upgrrade the perfformance
of the frrame, controllling this parameter shoulld be taken into account.
Consideering the funddamental perriod of the frrame, and uttilizing the trransformationn obtained in
n section
4 for retturn periods versus
v
ET an
nalysis timess, the return period
p
has beeen substitutted for time in
i Fig. 6,
and the new target and
a performaance curves aare depicted in Fig. 7. Comparison oof the new taarget and
performance curves with former ones revealss that while they
t
basically
y show the saame informaation, the
seismic performancee of the strucctures has beeen more clearly conveyeed in Fig. 7, since it has replaced
a redunddant time axiis with a morre relevant reeturn period axis.
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Figure 6. EDP’s and final performance curves vs. target curve for SF1.
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Figure 7. Target and performance curves for SF1 by return period.

The seismic performance of other frames has also been evaluated using similar performance and
target curves. Fig. 8 shows the performance curves of SF1 and SF2 frames (steel frames without and
with panel zone). As can be seen in this figure, the seismic performance of the SF2 frame is worse
than the SF1 frame almost at all return periods.
The seismic performance of two RC frames (RCF1 and RCF2, reinforced concrete frames without
and with panel zone) can be studied by viewing Fig. 9. Similar to Fig. 8 this figure shows that
considering the panel zone in the modeling of the frame aggravates the seismic performance of the
frame.
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Figure 8. Target and performance curves for SF1 and SF2.
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Figure 9. Target and performance curves for RCF1 and RCF2.

The authors believe that this new presentation of ET analysis results is more suitable for practical
applications by the structural designer. The target curve represents which EDP levels are to be
considered as acceptable by performance criteria. While resultant EDP need to be compared to
allowable ones only at specific points marked as IO, LS and CP considering code requirements; a
continues target performance curve conveys a better image of a desirable performance objective in
general. Also note that the comparison of relative performance of two different designs becomes
much more intuitive using such diagrams.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The correlation between time as an indicator of intensity in ET analysis, and the return period as a
function of fundamental structural periods, is investigated. The proposed procedure is based on the
coincidence of response spectra obtained from ET accelerograms at different times and response
spectra defined by ASCE-41 at different hazard levels.
Results of the study suggest the following conclusions:
1. Substitution of the return period for time in the target and ET performance curves increases the
readability of these curves and can considerably improve the presentation of ET analysis results
in performance-based design.
2. The effect of the fundamental period of the structure on the relation between time in ET analysis
and the return period is strongly dependent on the compatibility of ET accelerogram template
spectrum with design spectra at various intensity levels. Ideally, if an ET accelerogram is
generated in such a way that its response spectra coincide with design seismic hazard response
spectra, then the equivalent return period will only become a function of time, instead of a
function of time and fundamental period.
3. Generating an ET accelerogram in such a way that its response spectrum for a number of ET
analysis times becomes compatible with the design response spectra of several significant hazard
levels would improve the versatility of such accelerograms in seismic assessment of structures.
4. For structural periods greater than 0.5 sec, the maximum return period that could be covered was
less than 1500 years. Hence, ET accelerograms with longer durations or higher intensities should
be generated to cover entire return periods of interest. The accelerograms with duration of 40
seconds seem to be appropriate for this purpose.
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